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Are Your Suppliers
Giving You the Tools You Need to Succeed?
RETAILERS, ARE YOU partnering
with the right suppliers? In evaluating
your current or potential new supplier
relationships, a critical consideration
must be to understand what tools the
supplier makes available to you. The
internet allows retailers and suppliers
to be more tightly integrated than ever
before. This integration enables you to
access up-to-date information from your
supplier when, where and how you need
it, enabling your sales staff to sell more,
reducing your administrative costs and
making your business more efficient.
, THE BARE MINIMUM YOU SHOULD EXPECT
The key to providing all-around
excellent customer service is having
access to information you need, when
you need it. For example, when you have
a customer interested in a particular spa,
one of hundreds of questions that come
up is: When can it be installed? Seems
like a simple question, right? Well, if
you don't have that spa in stock, how do
you answer that simple question? How
do you get your hands on the information you need, such as whether or not
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your supplier has the spa in stock and if
not, when he can ship one to you?
To be able to provide answers to
your customer, you need to access
information from your supplier. In the
old days, your supplier would provide
you with a printed product catalog,
you would place phone calls to your
supplier's customer service reps and
perhaps your supplier would send
weekly faxes showing their "current"
stock levels. This level of integration
is loose and requires phone calls back
and forth to your supplier to obtain
current information.
This outdated
mode of operation is all that many suppliers are offering, and it often forces
you to answer your customer's question with "I'll call you later with that
information," then watch helplessly as
the potential sale walks out the door.
At the bare minimum, your supplier
should provide you with web-based
tools to allow you to access the information you need to answer those questions.
Many suppliers now provide websites called "portals" - where their retailers
can see the supplier's current inventory
levels, as well as their own order status
and expected ship dates.
If you are working with suppliers
that don't provide these tools, start
working with suppliers that do.

HOW SUPPLIERS GO ABOVE AND BEYOND
Some suppliers go above and beyond,
providing their retailers with advanced
integration tools that rival the technology of the big retail chains.
online ordering with prompting for
matching accessories,

email notifications
alerting the
retailer of potential shipments or
other issues,
online warranty processing, and
automatic updating of the retailer's
inventory control system when supplier's prices or product lines change.
Online ordering - Many suppliers
provide some level of order entry via
the web. The most basic form allows
you to enter the item number and quantity of each item you're ordering. More
advanced order entry websites recognize when you have ordered an item
that has accessories related to it. In this
case, the system will display the matching accessories so you can order any
of those. This greatly reduces ordering
errors where, for example, the wrong
color or size accessory is ordered.
• Some of these order entry systems
allow you to specify a requested ship
date. This is valuable when you have
established an installation date with.the
customer and the items must be shipped
by a certain date for you to meet the
installation date. Some suppliers' systems will even email you automatically
when the items won't be shipped by
your requested ship date. This enables
you to contact the customer early on to
reschedule the installation, rather than
in a panic at the last minute
Email alerts - Some suppliers have
em ails automatically sent to notify you
of other important events. For example,
if you are placed on credit hold, you
can be automatically notified by email.
Being on credit hold often prevents
orders from being shipped out, which
can lead to customer service issues.
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PURCHASE ORDERS

suppliers

now provide at least some level of product
information via the web. Salespeople who can
instantly access this information shorten the
timeframe needed to become profitable.
Warranty claim processing- Online
warranty claim submission provides
a central location where all warranty
claims are stored (No more hunting
through piles of paper looking for a
claim form you filed last month.) In
addition, these tools ensure that you
provide all the required information
up front, minimizing the back and
forth between you and your supplier's warranty department.
More
advanced warranty
claim systems
will allow you to upload and attach
photos, word documents and PDFs to
that claim.
Automatic updates to your system
-This is the ultimate in terms of integration tools provided by suppliers.
Some suppliers provide tools allowing their retailers to click a button to
have their own system automatically
updated with changes. Ordinarily,
when a supplier changes pricing, it
means hours and hours of data entry
work for you, and if you don't make
those changes immediately, you may
be losing margin by selling at the old
prices. With these advanced integration tools, you just click a button and
your own system is updated with the
supplier's new suggested retail price
and/or cost.

news is that most suppliers now provide
at least some level of product information via the web. Salespeople who can
instantly access this information shorten the timeframe needed to become
profitable. Not only can they immediately answer customer questions about
inventory availability and technical
specifications, but they can also maximize add-on sales by suggesting matching accessories. The more information
your vendor provides through" their
portals, the better equipped your salespeople will be to maximize sales.

STANDARD INTERFACE
One obstacle to realizingthe hopedfor efficiencies from dealer portals is that
each supplier has a different website that
salespeople have to learn how to navigate
- different usernames, different passwords, different menu structures and so
on. Learning multiple systems is an overwhelming task. The result is that these
websites simply don't get used as often
as the suppliers would like. Some suppliers have recognized this and are now
providing information via standardized
portals. This means that you and your
salespeople only have to learn one way
to access information you need for multiple suppliers. Imagine how this cuts the
learning curve for your new salespeople.

Some suppliers
provide
tools
enabling retailers to update their
own purchase order system with
orders they entered via the supplier's
online ordering system. Some suppliers require their dealers to place
orders through an online order system because the dealer is then doing
the data entry work and the supplier
doesn't have to, thus reducing costs
for the supplier. But, consider this:
The dealer then has to do double data
entry - once into the supplier's online
order system and again into the dealer's own purchase order system. This
increases costs for the dealer. Dealers
naturally provide pushback on this,
or simply refuse to use the supplier's
online system because of the double
data entry penalty. Some suppliers
have heard their dealers and now
provide them with tools to allow
the dealer to simply click a button
to have orders entered into the supplier's order system, automatically
downloaded and put into the dealer's
own purchase order system. This is a
win-win!

HELPING YOU SUCCEED
Some suppliers m~e it a priority
to help their dealers succeed. They
invest in tools that make it easier
fortheir dealers to do business with
them, As a national sales manager
for a leading manufacturer
in the
specialty retail industry said, "We
should do whatever we can to help
our retailers be successful; otherwise
we'll have no one to sell our products
to." If your suppliers aren't provid- __
ing you with the types of tools we've
talked about here, demand that they
do - or find suppliers that will. Your
business depends on it. I

SALES SUPPORT
At a recent industry event, a member of a panel of leading pool and spa
retailers stated that it takes two years for
a new salesperson to become profitable.
Just think of the wide variety of products that pool and spa retailers handle
and the technical data related to those
products. There is an overwhelming
amount of information for salespeople
to wrap their arms around. The good

NEW PRODUCTS
What if your supplier starts offering
new products or if you pick up a new
product line from one of your existing
suppliers? Now you have to set those
items up in your own inventory system.
With these integration tools, you simply
click a button and those items get set up
automatically in your own inventory
system.

Stephanie Allemann has helped organizations use technology to manage their inventory, order processing and other aspects of
their business since 1980. In 2007, she founded Crik-IT LLC, which isfocused exclusively
on reducing operational costs and improving
service quality and customer satisfaction for
organizations in the specialty retail industry
by electronically connecting suppliers with
their dealers and reps.
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